One of the most practical architectural options for optical networking is a so-called translucent network based on a predominance of optically transparent switch nodes and a smaller number of strategically placed opaque (electronic core) switch nodes. In such a network it is technically easier to assume failure detection at the opaque nodes only and thus natural to consider viewing the transparent path segments between opaque nodes as the entities to be protected for network survivability, as opposed to single spans or entire end-to-end paths. We develop and test capacity-design models to compare this type of segmentbased restoration scheme with conventional schemes. More important, however, a fast, nearly optimal, algorithm is proposed that can determine the placement of opaque nodes so that the fewest possible number is needed that ensures complete translucent reachability and single-failure survivability on the basis of the corresponding transparent path segments. Our data and methods also reveal the trade-off between the transparent reach obtainable by an ultra-long-haul (ULH) system and the corresponding number of opaque nodes required in the network (including survivability considerations), and thus we attain important insights to guide the relative allocation of research and development efforts on ULH systems as opposed to optical-electronic-optical cross-connect cost reduction.
A network in which regeneration (and implicitly also wavelength conversion) is available for all signals at every node is also a so-called opaque network. Here lightpath channels are optoelectronically detected at each node, digitally regenerated, and then reassigned to any available outgoing wavelength [5] . Transparent networks have the advantage of analog signal transparency, which implies complete bit-rate transparency and protocol transparency. However, complete optical transparency implies difficulties in network control and management because the signal is never accessed electronically for monitoring. Optical domain performance monitoring is possible but usually more difficult and expensive. In addition, even though advanced ultra-long-haul (ULH) systems [6] can now support an optical signal traveling a few thousand kilometers without electronic payload regeneration, the signal does eventually require electronic regeneration en route to retain digital SNRs [8] . A strictly transparent optical network therefore has some critical network diameter above which it cannot extend with a given optical transmission technology. On the other hand, an opaque network facilitates network monitoring, control, and management but requires optical-electronic (O-E) and E-O transponders and high-speed electronic switching at each node. The cost, space, power, and reliability implications of such complete O-E-O switching is a significant barrier preventing electronic-core optical switches from being installed in every node for the full volume of all signal flows through each node of the entire network.
Therefore, a practical approach is to strike a balance between transparency and opaqueness in an optical network in terms of "transparent islands" or, more generally, a "translucent" optical network [9] . In the former, a large-scale optical network is divided into several domains (i.e., islands) of optical transparency. In a domain, lightpaths can transparently reach any node without signal regeneration. But for communication between different domains, electronic switches are used at the domain boundaries. These switches act as 3R regenerators and wavelength converters while relaying the lightpaths crossing the domain boundaries.
However, a translucent optical network is more general than a network of transparent islands in that the regeneration capability is strategically distributed over the network as a whole. Rather than being dedicated to routing lightpaths only in and out of transparent islands, switches that have the electronic regeneration function can be shared by all paths of the network as a whole. One implementation of a translucent network is based on sparse placement of opaque switches. Here, one deploys a relatively small number of strategically chosen opaque (i.e., O-E-O) nodes at which wavelength conversion and regeneration is possible. All other nodes are lower-cost optically transparent OXCs [10] . Figure 1 illustrates an example of a translucent network, where nodes (1, 3) are opaque nodes, whereas the rest of the nodes are transparent OXC nodes. Opaque nodes are able to regenerate optical signals and convert wavelengths electronically, while transparent OXC nodes have the optical switching function only. In a translucent network, there are two types of lightpaths: translucent lightpaths and transparent lightpaths. A lightpath is called translucent if there are some opaque nodes en route for signal regeneration and wavelength conversion, whereas a lightpath is called transparent if there are no opaque nodes en route. In Fig. 1 lightpath (2-1-4-3-7-6) is a translucent lightpath because nodes (1, 3) are opaque nodes, and lightpath (2-5-8-9-6) is a transparent lightpath because all the nodes en route are transparent OXC nodes. We will call the lightpath segment between two neighboring opaque nodes a transparent segment. In Fig. 1 the translucent lightpath is made up of three successive transparent segments, which are segments (2-1), (1-4-3) , and (3-7-6) .
Another approach is to use translucent switches at all or some of the nodes in the network [9, 11] . Each of these switches contains an optical switching core and an electronic matrix as well. Each core is generally smaller than it would be in a corresponding all-optical or all-electronic OXC because the electronic module is used only to provide regeneration and (implicitly) wavelength conversion to paths that need it. Each path through a translucent node can be either all-optically switched (via the optical module) or routed through the electronic core module, which regenerates its payload and assigns it any new wavelength desired (and available). The decision between optical or electronic switching is based on the analog noise properties of the optical path, i.e., whether regeneration is required before further transmission.
In this paper, we consider translucent networks based on the sparse placement of fully opaque switches such as in Fig. 1 . Our focus is on the problem of placing the fewest number of opaque nodes so as to enable survivable routing between all node pairs. Related to this is the idea of planning protection based on the transparent segments between opaque nodes, rather than on conventional span-or path-oriented survivability schemes.
Let us now review some considerations about protection and restoration in optical transport network (OTN) design. Span-based and path-based restoration techniques are the basic techniques for survivable network design [12] [13] [14] [15] . In a span-restorable (SR) network, the failure detection and restoration are carried out between the two terminating nodes of a failed span [12] . Because of the locality of response, SR networks are sometimes thought of as being fast but with relatively lower spare-capacity efficiency. In contrast, a pathrestorable network is more efficient in spare capacity but often has a slower restoration speed [13, 14] . Our interest here is in an intermediate and more general option-segmentbased survivability. Segment-based survivability schemes carry out restoration of a failed path segment between the opaque nodes upstream and downstream of the actual span failure. A path segment can thus be a single span, a complete path, or any part of a complete path. There are at least three reasons to be interested in this approach for translucent networks:
1. Path segments will be generally shorter than complete paths, so restoration can be faster than schemes operating between the path end nodes because alarm propagation and signaling delays are fewer.
2. Rapid and low-cost failure detection is more easily based at the opaque nodes terminating a transparent segment than at the transparent nodes immediately adjacent to a failed optical span.
3. By considering the transparent segments inherently defined by a (sparse) set of opaque node placements-when placing such nodes, we have the prospect of be-ing able to realize a least-cost survivable translucent network design, that is to say, a design using the fewest opaque nodes possible such that all node pairs can route demands between themselves, and in the event of any failure, a translucent or transparent alternate path also always exists.
Optical signal monitoring and failure detection are primary motivators for basing protection on segments, not on spans in a translucent network. Although techniques have been proposed for optical-domain monitoring at a transparent OXC node, they tend to be expensive and slow (scanning optical spectrum analyzers, for example, and scanned receivers). Electronic failure detection based on the O-E detection process and bit-error-rate (BER) measurements are much simpler, faster, and well developed. A dedicated per-channel transparent node failure detector is usually limited to detection of optical power loss, whereas an opaque node can look into the content on each channel and monitor detailed measure of channel health such as BER, synchronization, far-end failure status, and so on. Thus in a translucent network, it may be easier to use the opaque nodes to terminate transparent segments and detect and identify failures in those segments.
1.B. Prior Research
Translucent optical networks were first considered in comparison with opaque and transparent networks. Two operational strategies were later proposed for translucent lightpath establishment and evaluated in Refs. [16] and [17] . In Ref. [16] strategies for sparse translucent switch placement were also investigated in static and dynamic operations. Dynamic routing algorithms were also investigated in Ref. [19] for translucent networks with translucent nodes. Recently, a translucent network with sparsely placed opaque switching nodes was also studied in Ref. [10] . A simple but efficient sparse opaque switch-placement algorithm was also proposed and an almost optimal dynamic routing algorithm (the so-called two-dimensional Dijkstra algorithm) was developed specifically for translucent networks [10] .
At the same time, generalized segment-based survivability approaches have also been under study recently. An approach for dynamically establishing segmented protection paths in WDM mesh networks was first proposed in Refs. [19] and [20] , where an algorithm was developed for the segmented protection path selection, and performance in terms of average call acceptance ratio and wavelength use were evaluated. A protection-domain-based scheme was also proposed in Ref. [21] . It divided each working path into several overlapped protection domains, and each domain contained a working and protection path-segment pair, with the protection path-segment offering the protection function for the failures on the working path-segment in the domain. Another method, called subpath protection, was proposed in Ref. [22] , which partitioned a network into several OSPF-like (open shortest path first) areas, and in each area, the shared-path protection approach was used for the failures occurring on the segment of a path crossing the area. Performance comparisons between path, subpath, and span restoration were also made in Ref. [23] on the basis of simulations where path-segment restoration (PSR) was carried out between an end node of the failed span and an end node of each affected working path. This is not generalized segment protection in the sense we consider. Also recently, an extension of the basic p-cycle concept in Ref. [24] , so-called flow p-cycles, was developed to carry out segmentbased protection in Ref. [25] . Because of the preconfigured characteristic of p-cycles, flow p-cycles have the merit of extremely fast restoration and a spare-capacity efficiency close to that of path restoration without stub release. Another recent study in Ref. [26] specifically considered survivable "transparent islands," in which a subnet-partitioning algorithm was proposed and subnet-based survivable network designs were conducted for comparison with the design of the original unpartitioned network. More recently, some research in Ref.
[11] considered translucent survivable networks with sparsely placed translucent nodes, in which two heuristic algorithms were considered for the sparse placement of translucent nodes. Traffic-engineering schemes were also developed to design survivable translucent networks for future uncertain demands.
To our knowledge, however, no study has yet considered a survivable translucent network based on the idea of placing the fewest opaque switches, and taking advantage of the failure-detection capability of these nodes, to incorporate a segment-based approach to survivable network design. Most of the existing literature has focused on dynamic lightpath provisioning issues only in translucent networks or, where survivability has been considered, it is with end-to-end shared backup or short-leap protection schemes, with an interest in the blocking performance assuming given capacities. In contrast, we consider the minimum-cost capacity design for ensured segment-based protection with optimal solutions for the spare-capacity requirements and with methods that require the fewest possible number of opaque nodes. Most prior literature has been about simulation of blocking performance of different routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) and/or protectionprovisioning schemes in networks in which node types (transparent or opaque) and capacities are already assumed. In contrast, this study approaches the translucent network primarily from an optimal design standpoint-taking ultra-long-haul (ULH) technology effects into account.
1.C. Outline and Contributions
We believe that this study makes several important contributions. First, we identify the minimum transparent reach (MTR) required for a translucent network to guarantee reachability between all node pairs by translucent lightpaths. In this analysis the number of opaque nodes in the network is not a constraint. There can be as many opaque nodes as required in the network. MTR is an important parameter for the ULH system selection because if the transparent reach (TR) of ULH systems is below this threshold, some node pairs cannot reach each other. We present a method to determine the required MTR that can guarantee full reachability between node pairs of a network, and we extend it to consider the same assurance under any single span failure to find the required minimum survivable transparent reach (MSTR). (Note that MTR and MSTR are properties of a network, whereas TR is a property of the optical transmission systems that may be used in that network.) A second contribution is an efficient heuristic to place opaque nodes when the transparent reach is larger than the required MSTR. The solution quality is almost optimal when we evaluate it on smaller-scale networks where we can compare it with the optimal solutions. But it runs very much faster than an optimal solution on large networks. Importantly, the node placement algorithm also takes failure situations into account. Another contribution is an integer linear programming (ILP) model for segment-based restoration design. We use it to study PSR and a segment-based variation on shared backup path protection (SBPP) called shared backup segment protection (SBSP). Finally, we also study the effects of ULH transparent reach on the number of opaque nodes needed in a translucent network, as well as the related spare-capacity requirements and relative restoration-speed measures in comparison with other known restoration schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a method to determine the minimum transparent threshold for a given network. A simplified opaque node placement problem and an efficient heuristic for opaque node placement are proposed. A generalized ILP model for segment-based restoration is presented then in Section 3 and extended to model the method of SBSP. The segment-based methods are then employed to design translucent survivable networks considering two possible situations: (1) only opaque nodes are able to detect failures, and (2) all the nodes are able to detect failures. In Section 4 the performance of various translucent survivable designs is evaluated in comparison with conventional span-and path-based restorable designs. Section 5 is a brief conclusion.
Identifying Minimum Survivable Transparent Reach and Placing Opaque Nodes

2.A. Identifying the Required Minimum Survivable Transparent Reach for a Translucent Network
To establish a translucent lightpath, we need to ensure that the ULH equipment reach is at least as large as the length of the longest transparent segment. Similarly, for a translucent network, to guarantee that all the nodes can reach each other by translucent lightpaths, the ULH equipment reach is required to be at least as large as the length of the longest transparent segment of the network. It is easy to understand that a network with more opaque nodes normally has a shorter longest transparent segment. Therefore, if we allow that there are as many opaque nodes as required, there should be a minimum length of the longest transparent segment for a network. We call such a minimum length the MTR of a translucent network. Only if the transmission reach exceeds the MTR can all node pairs possibly reach each other by a translucent lightpath. The MTR can be initially thought of simply as the largest span distance of the network, since such a reach can always guarantee a successful establishment of a translucent lightpath between any node pair if the electronic regeneration is allowed at any node on demand. However, the largest span distance is found to be overestimated; there is a smaller reach that can guarantee full reachability of all the node pairs as well. For example, in the network as shown in Fig. 2 the longest span is span (0-6), whose length is 202. However, 202 is not the MTR of the network, because the network is still connected if the span is virtually removed, and as long as the network is connected, it is always possible to establish a translucent lightpath for each node pair given that there are sufficient opaque nodes in the network. We can similarly remove the next-longest spans from the remaining networks. After span (0-6), spans (1-2) and (4-5) can also be removed, while the remaining network still keeps connected. However, we cannot remove the next-longest span, i.e., span (2-5), because its removal will disconnect the network, where node 2 becomes isolated, unable to establish any lightpath with any other nodes. Accordingly, we find that the length of span (2-5), i.e., 121, is the MTR of the network. Note that this is much smaller than the length of the longest span, 202. We can employ the above process to identify the MTR in a general case. The detailed steps are as follows:
MTR identification algorithm:
1. Order the spans in the network according to their physical lengths.
2. Virtually remove the longest span from the network and check the connectivity of the remaining network.
If the remaining network remains connected, rerun Step 2; otherwise, stop, and the physical length of the final removed span is the MTR.
However the above process does not yet take failure situations into account. To guarantee that there is a feasible lightpath existing between any node pair, even if the network is in any possible single-failure state, we extend the algorithm as follows:
MSTR identification algorithm:
1. Initialize MSTR, MSTR := 0.
2. For a network without any span failure, run the MTR identification algorithm above to get the required MTR 0 .
3. MSTR:=MTR 0 .
4. For (all single span-failure situations)
{Run the MTR identification algorithm to get the required minimum transparent reach MTR f for the network with failed span removed.
Return (with MSTR).
In the MSTR identification algorithm, we try to identify MTRs for the network when it is under various failure states, which include the state without any failure and all states of single span failure. We compare the resulting MTRs to find the largest one, which is the MSTR of the network as a whole. This is the distance at which the ULH system would be able to guarantee the full reachability of all nodes no matter whether the network is in a normal state or single-failure state.
2.B. Placing Opaque Nodes: the Optimal Problem and Heuristic Algorithm
Given a transparent reach of ULH equipment that is larger than the required MSTR of a network, we still need sufficient opaque nodes to guarantee reachability between all the node pairs. The opaque node placement problem is apparently an NP-hard problem because of its strongly combinatorial nature. For the purpose of research, one way to find the minimum number of required opaque nodes, and the optimal placements, is to enumerate all possible node combinations starting from a single opaque node and adding an additional opaque node at each step until full reachability is achieved; that is, first place one opaque node at one of N possible node positions and for each position, check whether the network has full reachability when the network is in the normal or single-failure state. When the network does have full reachability, the minimum number of opaque nodes optimal opaque node positions are found; otherwise, we add one more opaque node to the network and try again as in the previous step. Generally, if at least K − 1 opaque nodes are so far required, then for the next step we need to try a total of C N,K node placement combinations. If any one of these combinations provides full reachability between all node pairs under all single-failure situations, then the minimum number of required opaque nodes is K and an optimal opaque node placement combination is found. This process would be continued until the lowest K is found such that one or more of its combinations makes node pairs fully reachable (and survivable). Of course, when K is equal to N, the network is an opaque network. Thus the process will always stop at or before K = N. The above search process is optimal by exhaustion, but blind. Among all the combinations enumerated, there are many in which the K nodes being considered are not even fully reachable among themselves. They can be excluded immediately with a corresponding test of transparent reachability between these nodes. For efficiency, we perform such exclusion in what follows. Note also that there can be more than one optimal combination for opaque node placement in a translucent network. The exhaustive search can easily identify all such equivalent optimal combinations at the critical value of K where the transparent threshold is just satisfied.
Of course, such an exhaustive combinatorial search is by its nature not suited for large-scale use-a heuristic is essential. Our interest in the purely exhaustive search is only as a way to obtain optimal solutions for research. These are necessary to assess performance of the following heuristic. The heuristic we describe next, for the same problem, is named the hub node first (HNF) algorithm. The steps for placing opaque nodes not considering span-failure situations are described first as follows:
Hub node first (HNF) algorithm:
1. With a given network and a transparent transmission reach capability, we construct an initial logical mesh graph, in which all the nodes are the same as those of the original network, and there is an edge between every node pair if there is a path existing between them whose distance does not exceed the transparent reach of available equipment.
2. If the logical mesh graph is fully connected, then stop. No opaque nodes are needed. Otherwise, go to the next step.
3. From the current non-opaque node list, select the node with the highest nodal degree in the logical mesh graph and deploy an opaque switch at the node. If there are multiple nodes with the same nodal degree, select the one with more paths transiting it; if such a measure is also the same for more than one node, select the one with highest nodal degree in the original network (not the logical mesh graph of step 2); if still the same for multiple nodes, use a random strategy to select one of them.
4. Update the nodal degrees for all the neighboring nodes of the opaque node placed at step 3. Add a direct edge between any two nodes in the above neighboring node list reflecting that the two nodes can at least reach each other with the opaque node as a relay.
5. Check whether the logical mesh graph becomes fully connected, that is, each node is connected to all the other N − 1 nodes in the network. If fully connected, then a feasible minimum node solution is found and the algorithm is terminated; otherwise, go to step 3. Figure 3 gives an example to illustrate the HNF algorithm. Assume, for example, a transparent reach that is equal to one hop and a simple network as shown in Fig. 3(a) . We can construct an initial logical mesh graph that is the same as the original network as shown in Fig. 3(a) . From the node degrees in the logical graph and other measures, we see that nodes 1 and 2 have the same priority (for step 3 of HNF above). We therefore randomly select one of them, e.g., node 1, to place an opaque switch and update the nodal degree for each node in the logical graph to connect any two nodes in the neighboring node list of node 1. The new edges are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 3(b) . The resultant logical graph shows that it is not fully connected yet, so we need to add more opaque nodes. Node 2 has a higher priority than node 4, because the former has a higher nodal degree in the original network as shown in Fig. 3(a) , although nodes 2 and 4 both have the same nodal degree in the logical graph, so we select node 2 to place an opaque switch and update the nodal degree for each node in a similar way. Now we find that the logical mesh graph becomes fully connected, so the algorithm is terminated with two opaque nodes placed at nodes 1 and 2. Unlike the exhaustive combinatorial search, HNF finds only one final opaque node combination. Nonetheless, by construction, the nodes in the HNF solution are guaranteed to have the highest reachability to other nodes in the network as well as being placed so as to have the highest numbers of transiting primary paths and highest nodal degrees. That is why we call the algorithm hub node first (HNF). As pointed out, HNF is a general algorithm that does specifically not consider any span-failure situations. For a survivable network considering various span-failure situations, some extension to the HNF algorithm is as follows:
Survivable HNF (SHNF) algorithm:
1. For a nonfailure network, apply the HNF algorithm to identify a set of opaque nodes H.
For (each span failure situation)
{Remove the failed span from the nonfailure network and apply HNF algorithm above to the remaining network to identify an additional set of required opaque nodes F.
H is the final set of opaque nodes to deploy.
The proposed SHNF algorithm has high, but still polynomial computational, complexity. The reasoning for this is as follows: We need to consider a total of M network failure states. For each state, we first need to determine the initial logical mesh graph by examining whether the shortest path between each node pair exceeds or is within the transparent reach. There are a total of N (N − 1) /2 node pairs, and for each of them the computation for the shortest path is of O N 2 ; therefore, for the logical mesh-graph creation, the required total computation is of O N 4 . On the basis of the logical mesh graph, we then need to place opaque nodes. The worst case is to place N opaque nodes in the network, and for each opaque node placement, we need to find the node with highest nodal degree from at most N nodes and update the logical mesh graph to connect any two nodes in the prior logical mesh graph that are both connected to the newly placed opaque node. The above process needs a total computation of O N 3 . Thus SHNF requires a computation of O M N 4 + N 3 , simplified as O MN 4 , for an N-node M-span network.
Generalized Segment-Based Protection Method and Its Application to Translucent Survivable Network Design
3.A. Segment-Based Protection Basics
Let us now look at the application to transparent-segment-based protection. Figure 4 illustrates span-and path-based restoration techniques and the proposed segment-based technique. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , there is a working path (2-1-4-3-7-6). Upon a span failure the span-based approach reroutes the affected traffic demands on the failed span to restoration paths, whose end nodes terminate at the failed span. For example, if span (3-4) fails, paths (3-0-4) and (3-7-9-8-4) may be triggered to carry the affected lightpaths. In general, several distinct routes may be used. The path-based approach realizes a restoration at the two end nodes of each affected working path. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , if span (3-4) fails, the affected traffic on the working path will be restored by alternate paths (2-1-0-6) and (2-5-8-9-7-6); the restoration switching happens at two end nodes (2,6) of the path. Pathbased restorable techniques can be further divided into path restoration [13] and shared backup path protection (SBPP) [27] . Path restoration is also called failure-dependent path restoration, because it allows multiple protection paths to restore an affected primary path, and the protection paths are allowed to contain surviving spans of the affected primary path. SBPP is conversely called failure-independent path restoration because it uses a single protection path to restore the affected primary path, but the protection path must be link or node disjoint from the primary path. SBPP can be considered to be a special case of the general path restoration because all the eligible protection paths of SBPP are a subset of the protection paths of path restoration. Compared with path restoration, SBPP provides the advantage of not needing to know the location of the failure, which simplifies the restoration process. However, SBPP normally has a slightly inferior spare-capacity redundancy and possibly much lower service path availability compared with path restoration because the latter is an adaptive response. The segment-based approach differs from the above methods in some important ways. As defined, a segment can be a span, a complete path, or any part of the complete path. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , given a primary path between node pair (0,5), the segment-based approach allows us to restore a span failure, e.g., span (1-2), on any segment as long as one end node of the segment is upstream of the failed span and the other in the downstream of the span. Between any two such nodes, there can be multiple restoration segment options. We represent such restoration-path segment groups in Fig. 4 with dotted curves, where each curve contains all the possible segments between the node pair.
We can implement the segment-based approach in two ways. We call these options path-segment restoration (PSR) and shared backup segment protection (SBSP). PSR can be regarded as a benchmark scheme of the segment-based approach. This method allows all distinct protection segments of a working path to be eligible to recover a failure, and all the protection segments are allowed to share the spare capacity in the network. PSR is similar in several aspects to conventional path restoration with stub release. Both are flow-based in the sense that restoration of each affected primary path is carried out in an independent fashion (i.e., they are not all bundled together). Multiple protection paths or segments can be used in the recovery effort. However, PSR is expected to be more flexible and have better spare-capacity efficiency than end-to-end path restoration without stub release, because PSR does not require strictly end-to-end replacement paths. When a segment is employed to restore a failure, it can reuse some parts of the stubs of an affected primary path. Here such stub reuse is similar to the stub release in conventional path restoration, but stub reuse is not strictly as efficient as stub release [15] . In terms of spare-capacity efficiency, PSR is therefore expected to have a redundancy between path restoration without, and with, stub release. In practice, PSR may also have a faster speed when failure propagation and signaling times dominate, because segments are shorter than paths in general. Just as PSR is related to path restoration, SBSP is the cousin of SBPP. It differs from PSR in that a single fully disjoint restoration-path segment is preplanned for each workingsegment failure in SBSP. SBSP is expected to have a better spare-capacity efficiency and a faster restoration speed than SBPP for the same reasons that PSR will be slightly more efficient than end-to-end path restoration. However, a drawback of SBSP is that it is not a completely failure-independent scheme like end-to-end SBPP.
3.B. Integer Linear Programming Models
We now develop the integer linear programming (ILP) optimization models for both PSR and SBSP. Both are obtained from extension of conventional models for path restoration [13] and SBPP [27] , respectively.
3.B.1. Model for Path-Segment Restoration
In the model of conventional path restoration, the basic protected entity is a path. Between a node pair exchanging a demand, there can be multiple working and preplanned protection routes. The ILP model is designed on a demand-pair basis to guarantee that all the failureaffected traffic demands, which may be made up of flows from multiple affected working paths, should be fully restored [13] . In PSR, the basic protection entity is a segment, which is any part of a full path. Therefore, the ILP model can be correspondingly designed on a segment basis to guarantee that all the traffic demands on an affected working path are fully restored. Bearing this in mind, we develop the model for PSR as follows:
Sets and parameters:
S is the set of spans on the network, indexed by i. D is the set of demands between node pairs, indexed by r. D i denotes the affected demand set upon span failure i. Q r i is the set of failure-affected working routes between node pair r upon span failure i. P r,q i is the set of protection segments for working route q between node pair r upon span failure i.
C is the number of capacity units allocated on protection segment p to protect working route q of demand pair r upon span failure i.
Objective: minimize the total spare-capacity cost.
PSR:
min ∑ j∈S C j s j .
Constraints:
Constraint (1) says that the lost demand on working route q between demand pair r upon span failure i must be fully restored by restoration flows assigned to the available protection segments. Constraint (2) says that the spare capacity on span k must be sufficient to meet the simultaneous demands of all restoration segments that use it to restore any single span failure. Note that if there is only a single working path between each node pair (e.g., a single shortest working route), the notation combination (r,q), which represents working route q between node pair r, can be simplified as r alone representing the working flow between node pair r. This would be a common practical simplification of the general case above.
3.B.2. Model for Shared Backup Segment Protection
For this model, the additional notation to that of the PSR is as follows:
Parameters:
P r i is the set of eligible backup segments capable of restoring span failure i for the working path of node pair r. (Similar to SBPP, and unlike PSR, we assume that there is only a single restoration segment chosen for any working path between a node pair.) δ r,p i, j takes the value of one if the eligible backup segment p for restoration of span failure i for demand pair r uses span j; zero, otherwise.
Variables: x r,p
i takes the value of one if backup segment p, eligible for restoring span failure i, for demand pair r is used; zero, otherwise.
SBSP:
Constraints:
Constraint (3) says that there is only a single backup segment p actually selected to restore span failure i for demand pair r. Constraint (4) guarantees that there is sufficient spare capacity on each span to accommodate all the backup segments simultaneously crossing the span for the failure of any other span.
3.B.3. Applying the Segment-Based Approach to Translucent Survivable Design
Although we commented in the Introduction on how much easier failure detection is at the opaque nodes, for generality we do not rule out failure detection at the transparent nodes. Both failure-detection strategies can be used to activate the segment-based protection responses. If we deploy span-failure detection systems such as an optical power tap at each transparent OXC node, then we can detect span failures at any node. In this case we can apply the generalized segment-based approach to the translucent network design with only the constraint of the ULH transparent reach considered for the set of protection segments. We call this the span failure strategy. However, if we use just the opaque nodes to monitor optical channel integrity, then one more constraint is needed for the set of protection segments; i.e., all the segments must be started or terminated at opaque nodes or source or destination nodes of lightpaths. We call this the opaque node strategy. Figure 5 illustrates the differences and how they further define which restoration-path segments through spare capacity are eligible for use in restoration. In Fig. 5(a) , we assume that all nodes have span-failure detection ability. Upon a span failure [e.g., span (3-4)], the two end nodes (3,4) of the spans send alarm-indication signals (AIS) upstream and downstream to the source node 6 and destination node 2 of an affected working flow. All the nodes on the way, which include all the intermediate nodes (1,7) , the two end nodes of the failed span (3, 4) , and source and destination nodes (6,2), will be notified on such a failure. Upon receiving an AIS, each of the nodes will check its preplanned restoration information to see whether it is responsible for a segment-based restoration for part of the affected working flow resulting from span failure (3) (4) . In this case preplans can be constructed according to the solution obtained from the optimization models, which (in its most general form) indicates which affected working flow resulting from which span failure should ask which node pair to restore how many units of affected traffic by which protection segment. If the node finds a match in its preplans, then it will activate a corresponding restorationpath segment. The signaling can be via a protocol such as RSVP-TE (Resource Reservation Protocol-traffic engineering) or CR-LDP (constraint-based routing-Label Distribution Protocol) to establish the restoration path. For example, after node 3 detects span failure (3) (4) , it triggers to establish a restoration path as shown with node 4 and assigns five units for the restoration flow. Similarly, after node 6 is notified with span failure (3-4) , it calls the signaling protocol to establish a two-unit restoration flow with node 2. Here the nodes that trigger the restoration can be either type, not necessarily opaque nodes or source or destination nodes of lightpaths. ) illustrates the strategy of using opaque nodes only to function as transparent-segment-failure detectors. Under this strategy, only opaque nodes can monitor and detect channel failures. When span (3-4) fails, without an AIS message the opaque nodes 3 and 1 and source and destination nodes 2 and 6 will detect the interruption of the working flow, so they will trigger the restoration processes. A similar set of preplans can be constructed at each opaque node with the information obtained from the optimization models, and signaling protocols such as RSVP-TE and CR-LDP can also be employed to establish restoration flows. There are five-and two-unit restoration flows, respectively, on the restoration segments (1-4-0-3) and (1-5-8-3) between the opaque nodes 1 and 3. There is a two-unit restoration flow on the restoration segment (1-0-6) between nodes 1 and 6 and a one-unit restoration flow between nodes 2 and 6. With segment-based activation there is no need for AIS notification messages because each opaque node and source and destination nodes of a lightpath detect the interruption of a faulty channel directly. And instead of allowing any protection segment between any node pair on the working route to act as in the span failure strategy, the opaque node strategy allows restoration-path segments to be deployed only when terminating nodes are opaque nodes or source or destination nodes of lightpaths. This restricts the set of eligible segments used for the optimization design but defines a simpler operational model.
Test Methods and Discussion of Results
4.A. Test Methods
We conducted experiments on two test networks: ARPA2 (in Fig. 6 ) and NSFNET (in Fig. 7) . Each network is shown with the Euclidean distances of each span noted. We first identified the required minimum survivable transparent reach (MSTR) for each network. For various ULH transparent reaches that were greater than MSTR, the SHNF algorithm was then applied to identify a set of opaque node locations for the networks. Following that, we applied the PSR and the SBSP models to design translucent survivable networks, and their capacity efficiencies were evaluated. To start with we assumed fully all-optical wavelength-conversion capability at each transparent OXC node. For all the opaque nodes we assumed that they implicitly had the capability of electronic signal regeneration and wavelength conversion. Each node in the networks can be either a transparent OXC or an opaque node. We used the Euclidean distance of each span (as drawn below) as a measure of its unit capacity cost, C k . Traffic demands were generated following a uniform random distribution in the range [1, . . . , 20] for each node pair. A single shortest-distance route that complies with a given transparent reach is preestablished for each demand pair, but the design models consider all eligible segments for the segment-based protection approaches. For reference comparison, we also did optimal designs for span restoration (SR) [12] , path restoration (PR) without and with stub release [13] , and SBPP [27] under the same experimental conditions. It should be noted that in the experiments, we found it was impossible to find a link-disjoint protection path for some node pairs in the ARPA2 network after the shortest working routes were selected. For example, in Fig. 6 after we select the shortest route (8-11-12-13-14-15-17) as the working route for node pair (8, 17) , it is impossible to find an end-to-end protection route that was link-disjoint from the working route. This is due to a "trap" subgraph in the network [28] . To avoid such situations, we may apply the shortest disjoint path pair algorithm in Ref. [29] to find the working and protection routes. Such a route pair is the most efficient for the 1 + 1 dedicated protection scheme where the spare capacity is not allowed to be shared. However, for the schemes with spare-capacity sharing, we prefer to select the shortest working route as the chief objective because under the spare-capacity sharing, working paths overwhelm protection paths in the capacity consumption. Therefore, to have a better network design efficiency, we searched the distinct route set of each node pair from the shortest to the longest to find the first as well as shortest working route, which had at least one link-disjoint protection route. However, for path restoration, path-segment restoration, and SBSP, we always selected the shortest eligible route as the working route for all the node pairs because none of these approaches have the same difficulty as SBPP in this regard. All the design problems were solved to a mipgap = 0.001 within several minutes with AMPL/CPLEX 7.1 on an Ultrasparc Sun Server at 450 MHz with 4 GB of RAM, except for SBBP and SBSP problems on NSFNET, which needed several hours to terminate at mipgap = 0.01. 
4.B. Results and Discussion
4.B.1. Comparison between Schemes without Transparent Reach Limitations
To first compare performance of the various survivable design schemes in a general architectural sense, we start by assuming that the transparent reach of the ULH system is infinite and the span failure strategy is employed to detect network failure. Table 1 shows the working-and spare-capacity costs and spare-capacity redundancy of various schemes that result. As expected, span restoration and path restoration with stub release provide the upper and lower bounds of redundancy among all these mesh-oriented schemes. The redundancy of PSR also falls nicely in the gap between path restoration with and without stub release, as expected. However, the redundancy improvement of path-segment restoration relative to path restoration without stub release is marginal. This suggests that although PSR can reuse some part of the stubs of an affected working path, this is not as efficient as path restoration with true end-to-end stub release and optimal reuse of the stub capacities to establish restoration paths. In addition, when comparing the redundancies of SBPP and SBSP, we see that a similar difference exists between them with SBSP having a less than 1% spare-capacity improvement over SBPP. Note that in the results of ARPA2, we observe that SBPP "abnormally" shows lower redundancies than its peer, SBSP. This normally should not happen, because the previous scheme is just a special case of the latter (if the TR is infinite). The reason behind this is ascribed to the different working routes that had to be used by the different schemes. To satisfy the requirement of link-disjointedness between a working path and a protection path, SBPP has selected some longer routes, instead of the shortest routes as in path restoration and PSR, to function as working routes. Consequently, this results in an increase in the total working-capacity cost and hence a somewhat misleading decrease in the redundancy. Therefore, it actually is not abnormal for ARPA2 to have a redundancy of SBPP lower than that of PSR. (The "standard redundancy" as defined in Ref. [15] , p. 50, takes any such differences in working capacity into account. If the standard redundancy is used, the rankings are again as expected.) For NSFNET, there is no such abnormality, because in all the survivability schemes all shortest routes have been used to establish the working routes. Restoration speed is another measure to evaluate a survivability scheme. To compare the restoration speeds of all the survivability schemes, we use the hop lengths of restoration paths as surrogates to approximate the relative speed of each scheme. This is valid simply for comparisons (not absolute speed predictions) because all the schemes fall into the category of spare-capacity-sharing schemes without preconfigured protection paths. The total signaling time between the nodes to establish each protection path or segment (to reserve bandwidth, configure switch status, and eventually make the restoration path ready to take the traffic) is thus assumed to be proportional to the number of hops involved. From an optical-networking perspective the lengths of the restoration paths are also of interest in their own right because this relates to the difficulty of the optical path design requirements. Short rerouting is always more desirable if the accumulation of transmission impairments is significant. For ARPA2, we display the distribution of hop lengths of all the restoration paths and/or path segments employed in each design and compute the mean of hop lengths and the 90th percentile level of restoration path or segment lengths. All these measures are over the set of routes used for restoration but are not weighted by the amount of demand that uses each route. In Fig. 8 we see that path-segment-based approaches have more segments at small hop lengths. In particular, both PSR, which has a mean of hop lengths at 5.72 hops and a 90th-percentile level at 9 hops, and SBSP, which has a mean of hop lengths at 5.96 hops and a 90th-percentile level at 10 hops, reach a percentage peak at hop length of 4, and with the increase of hop length, the percentage drops quickly with a tiny tail (a very few restoration segments over 10 hops). In comparison, the path-based approaches reach their peaks at some larger hop lengths. Path restoration without stub release, which has a mean of hop lengths at 6.38 hops and a 90th-percentile level at 9 hops, reaches its peak at hop length of 5 or 6, and SBBP, which has a mean of hop lengths at 7.67 hops and a 90th-percentile level at 11 hops, reaches its peak even at hop length of 9. These results show that in addition to slightly better spare-capacity efficiency, the segment-based approaches can generally restore a failure using shorter reroutes than the path-based approaches. Note that in this comparison, we do not consider the case of path restoration with stub release because an extra stub release requires some additional time. If we ignore it, it is unfair for the other approaches to make such a comparison purely based on the two-way "communication" delay.
An observation that was not expected is that span restoration, with a mean of hop lengths at 8.71 hops and a 90th-percentile level at 12 hops, needs longer restoration routes to restore failures than any other approach. This is attributed to the significant loop-back effect of span restoration in such a sparse topology.
Similar observations can be made for NSFNET from the hop-length distributions without demand weighted as shown in Fig. 9 , where the means of hop lengths and the 90th percentile levels are at (4.45, 7), (3.69, 5) , (3.59, 5) , (3.33, 5) , and (5.10, 6) hops, respec- tively, for the schemes of SBPP, SBSP, PR, PSR, and SR. However, comparing the overall performance of ARPA2 and NSFNET, we observe that the segment-based approaches retain shorter paths when the network becomes sparser. The explanation for this is as follows: A sparser network normally has more long working and protection routes, which therefore means in the hop-length distribution charts of the path-based approaches that there are more protection paths gathering at the regions of large hop lengths. However, for the segmentbased approaches that restore a failure on a segment basis, the restoration segments can be short even though their corresponding working paths are long. Therefore the segmentbased approaches can have distributions with peaks at some small hop lengths, whereas the path-based approaches have distributions with peaks at some large hop lengths.
4.B.2. Opaque Node Placement: Optimal Versus Heuristic
Recall that the previous results all assume TR = infinity. If instead we have a limited transparent reach, we will need to determine the minimum required number of opaque nodes and where the opaque nodes will be placed in the network so as to guarantee full reachability between any node pair in a translucent network. Here we bring this aspect into the results of this study, making use of the SHNF algorithm and comparing it with optimal node sets found by the exhaustive search method. For the NSFNET and ARPA2 networks, we ran the exhaustive search processes to identify optimal opaque node locations for various ULH TR values. These are shown in Tables 2 and 3.  Table 2 gives the resultant opaque node locations obtained by the optimal searching and the SHNF heuristic for NSFNET. The time that the two methods consumed is also compared. For various TR from 189 to 550 [where 189 is the physical length of span (8-9)-the required MSTR to ensure full reachability in NSFNET], we see that the SHNF heuristic finds solutions in subseconds, whereas the exhaustive search takes much longer, especially with the increase of the number of required opaque nodes. Note that for TR = 189, because the exhaustive search algorithm could not find an optimal solution when terminated after it had run for one day, we cannot provide a known optimal placement of opaque nodes and the exact searching time for the comparison. Yet by comparing the node locations that can be found by the exhaustive search, we see that the heuristic is very close to the optimal solutions. When TR = 550 and 450, SHNF always finds an optimal placement, which falls in the set of optimal combinations identified by exhaustive search.
For situation TR = 350, although the SHNF algorithm needs one more additional opaque node, the solution is still efficient to see that there are two optimal placements whose nodes are all included in the SHNF solution. A similar observation can be made for the situation TR = 250. Table 3 , which does not provide all the optimal placements in detail because of the extremely long computation times for the exhaustive searches, lists the opaque node placements by the SHNF heuristic only for ARPA2 under different transparent reaches, where the required MSTR that guarantees the full node-pair reachability is 109, i.e., span (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
We observe that at small TRs the sensitivity to changes in TR is quite high in terms of how it changes the number of nodes required. For example, in NSFNET a TR increasing from TR = 189 to TR = 250 can save three opaque nodes, whereas from TR = 450 to TR = 550, only one node. Similarly, In ARPA2 a TR increasing from 109 to 200 can save six opaque nodes, whereas from TR = 500 to TR = 600, only one node. This is a saturating process. At a low TR many opaque nodes may be required, but some of these nodes may exist only to relay certain special paths (sometimes, a single path). With TR increased, these paths will eventually not need the opaque nodes. An increase in TR from a smaller initial value therefore has more chances to release more opaque nodes, which are specifically used to relay certain sets of special paths. When the TR is larger, the remaining opaque nodes are central and essential enough to be related to so many paths that it is more difficult to release them with a small increase in TR. This suggests that studies of this type can guide ULH technology development. Once the TR reaches a certain level of the network diameter (say, 400 for ARPA2), further development in ULH reach technology may not pay proportional returns in the network. On the basis of the opaque node placements given in Tables 2 and 3 , we ran the ILP capacity-design models for the various survivability techniques, which include PR without stub release, PSR, SBSP, and SR with finite transparent reach limits on any transparent path or path segment. Now, for the working path, the whole set of k-shortest paths (KSPs) between a node pair was found first, and the one that was the shortest and complies with the transparent reach limit in each of its transparent segments was selected to function as the working path. Likewise, for the protection paths or segments, the whole set of such kinds of paths or segments was found first, and only those that comply with the transparent reach limit were kept as eligible candidates. Table 4 reports the network redundancies of various survivability approaches for NSFNET at various TR values. For SBSP and PSR, we consider the two failure-detection strategies, which are distinguished by (s) and (o) attached after each abbreviation. SR and PSR with span-failure detection strategy [i.e., PSR(s)] upper and lower bound the sparecapacity redundancies pretty well for all the survivability schemes. Although there are some improvements, the redundancy difference between PR and PSR is found to be marginal. In addition, in comparing the two failure-detection strategies, we find that there is almost no redundancy difference (<1%) between them either for SBSP or PSR. This implies that although there is one more constraint on the protection-segment selection required by the opaque node strategy (i.e., only the segments whose terminating nodes are opaque node or source or destination nodes of lightpaths are allowed to recover a span failure), this does not strongly affect the network spare-capacity efficiency. To identify the effects of different TR capabilities, we evaluated the redundancies for the network under various transparent reaches ranging from TR = 189 to TR = infinity. We see that there is a bigger redundancy improvement gained by each step of TR increasing when TR is smaller. For example, from TR = 189 to TR = 250 with TR increased only 60 units, there are larger redundancy improvements ranged between 63% (SR) and 52% (the segment-based schemes), whereas from TR = 250 to TR = 550 with TR increased 300 units, the redundancy improvements are much smaller, at only ∼25% for all the approaches. Therefore, similar to the number of required opaque nodes, it is also a saturating process for the TR increase to improve the network redundancy; after TR exceeds a certain threshold, the redundancy improvement will be marginal. For NSFNET such a threshold falls in the range around TR = 250. In addition, besides giving the data of TR = infinity, Table 4 also provides the redundancies of the opaque network, which makes a logical or correctness check on the results. They should wind up being equivalent and showing the same values.
Apart from spare capacity redundancy, we also compare average protection path or segment lengths (APPL or APSL) in hops for various survivability approaches. Like the hop-length distribution of protection routes, the average length also approximately reflects the restoration speed of a survivability scheme. Typically, the average protection path or , so the numerator is the total segment length-weighted demand units restored in all the span-failure situations, and the denominator is the total affected working demand units of all the span-failure situations. Therefore, the ratio between them can be defined as the average protection segment length. For the rest of the survivability schemes, similar definitions can be made as well. Figure 10 shows the average protection path or segment lengths of SR, PR, and PSR under various TR ranging from TR = 189 to TR = infi. It is again found that SR needs a longer average protection path. PR has a medium average protection path length, which is much larger than that of the PSR schemes when TR is small, and merge to the latter when TR becomes larger. As the best one, the two PSR schemes have almost the same average protection segment lengths, although in one situation (i.e., TR = 350) PSR(o) has a shorter average length.
From the above results both of redundancy and average protection path or segment length, we see that both span-failure strategy and opaque node strategy have a close performance, although the latter is probably more practical, as it uses the implicit channelmonitoring capability of an opaque node to monitor network failure. Therefore, we can conclude that the translucent segment-based restoration approach and the opaque nodebased failure-detection strategy provide an economic viable way to design a translucent survivable network.
Experiments at limited TRs were also done for the ARPA2 network. These results are reported in Table 5 and Fig. 11 . Similar observations can be made for the ARPA2 network except for two aspects. First, it seems that the saturating process is not so obvious for the SR scheme, although the rest of the schemes all show obvious saturating processes (in terms of the benefits of an even higher TR.) Second, the shortness of restoration-path segments under PSR is more obvious in the ARPA2 network. It is found that PSR always has an average protection segment one hop shorter than that of PR under all the experimental situations. This can also be ascribed to the sparser connectivity of the ARPA2 network. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a generalized segment-based approach to designing and operating survivable translucent networks and developed the related ILP design models from extension of the conventional models for path restoration and SBPP. The approach has been applied to translucent survivable network design. An opaque node-based failure-detection strategy was compared with a strategy based on span-failure detection at each OXC node. The main finding was that the strategy of detecting failures only at opaque nodes and basing restoration on segments between these nodes has almost the same efficiency as when all nodes have failure-detection ability. In addition, performance comparison between various survivability schemes showed that the segment-based approach is a promising technique to achieve a good spare-capacity efficiency and fast restoration in an architecture that is naturally suited to translucent networks based on sparse opaque-switch placements. Pulling all consideration from this research together, we can offer a prospective overall strategy for a survivable translucent optical network design:
1. Given a TR for the ULH technology, use SHNF to find the opaque node locations.
2. For practicality use the simpler opaque node strategy for failure detection between those nodes.
3. Use PSR design for the protection planning for minimum-capacity restoration, high restoration speed, and shortness of restoration segments.
Moreover, the design methods here can be further employed for a complete study of total network cost, which includes node cost and span-capacity cost, as it depends upon the TR of ULH. Overall, the combination of using SHNF to find optimal opaque node sets as function of TR, plus the use of PSR to design required protection capacity, can lead to a near-minimum total cost design method if a search is implemented step by step over the full range of TR.
